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SRA BOARD MEETING – 31
ST

 JANUARY 2018 

THE SRA BOARD 

Draft minutes of a meeting of the Board of the Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA) held 

in the Council Chamber at Mendip District Council on Wednesday 31st January, 2018 

at 10am. 

PRESENT 

Cllr John Osman, MDC (Chair)  

Cllr Anne Fraser, SDC 

Cllr Anthony Trollope-Bellew, WSC 

Nick Gupta, EA 

Matthew Heard, NE 

John Lang, Parrett IDB 

Jeff Fear, Axe/Brue IDB 

Ray Adlam, Axe/Brue IDB 

David Jenkins, WRFCC 

Cllr David Hall, SCC 

Cllr Ric Pallister, SSDC  

Cllr John Williams, TDBC  

Tony Bradford, Parrett IDB (Vice-

Chair) 

 

IN ATTEDANCE: 

 

Cllr Clare Aparicio-Paul, SCC 

Cllr Tom Killen, MDC 

Sarah Diacono, SRA 

David Mitchell, SRA 

Paula Hewitt, SCC 

Rachel Burden, EA 

Emma Beardsley, SCC 

Graham Quarrier, EA 

Iain Sturdy, IDB  

Nick Stevens, IDB 

Nick Plumley, SDC 

Paul Deal, MDC 

Mark Jones, NE 

 

APOLOGIES: 

Peter Maltby, Parrett IDB 

Brendan Cleere, TDBC 

Nicola Dawson, SCC 

Linda Irwin, EA 

 

 

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Peter Maltby – John Lang to act as a Substitute 

Brendan Cleere   

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

Tony Bradford declared an interest on Item 5d. 

Ray Adlam declared an interest on Item 9.  

3. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING OCTOBER 20, 2017  

The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as accurate with a minor 

amendment on page 6 under flood gates regarding a comment made by Cllr Fraser 

which should be changed from ‘poor state of repair’ to vegetation clearance needed.  
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4. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME  

There was one public question from Cllr Mackenzie, a member of the SRA Scrutiny 
Panel.  Cllr Mackenzie asked ‘Will the SRA, when encouraging flood networks, 
explain that the risks of flash flooding, while less frequent, can mean loss of life and 
property. And absence of such flooding in recent years may not be a cause for 
satisfaction?’  
 
Cllr Osman explained that the question was very relevant to ITEM10, Flood 

Networks, and as such will be addressed as part of the update.  

5. KEY PROJECT UPDATES 

5A. BRIDWATER TIDAL BARRIER   

Rachel Burden presented the paper on behalf of Doug Bamsey who was unable to 

attend the meeting. 

The paper was taken as read. It has been calculated that the benefits of the scheme 

are in excess of £1.3bn and 12,000 homes will be better protected so the business 

case remains strong. Currently work is under way to prepare for the Transport Works 

Act Order (TWAO). 

It was asked if silt management options were being investigated given this could 

impact the SRA’s cost of maintenance dredging. Rather than doing a lot of modelling 

and monitoring, lessons are being learnt from a similar barrier in Hull. It has been 

found that by tweaking operational workings a lot of flushing can be done. It was 

asked if this information could be shared with the IDB.  

It was asked if there were any concerns about funding. There is confidence that the 

funding is reasonably secure. National funding has been promised to the project but 

this will mean greater scrutiny on national v. local objectives. David Jenkins 

explained that people are aware of the significance of the project and are making 

favourable noises.  

Of the £100m needed for the scheme it is forecasted the £75-80m will be funded 

nationally and £20m will be funded from partnership funding. At present a little under 

half of the required funding has been committed.  

A balance needs to be kept between keeping silt out and keeping navigation open. 

Investigation suggests that bigger tides bring in the most silt and the barrier will be 

shut on these occasions.  

As recommended the Board noted progress. Cllr Osman thanked the EA and SDC 

for all their hard work. 

5B. TAUNTON STRATEGIC FLOOD ALLEIVATION IMPROVEMENTS SCHEME  
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Cllr Williams presented the paper on behalf of Brendan Cleere who was unable to 

attend the meeting. 

The first stage of phase 2 – assessment of flood defence walls in the town centre – 

has been completed. The next step is to look at the tributaries and see how best to 

control these. The AECOM report is due in May this year and will give a better idea 

of the cost of the alternative schemes. This project is a very important scheme for 

Taunton.  

No questions were raised. 

As recommended the Board noted progress.  

5C. DREDGING STRATEGY AND PLANS  

Iain Sturdy presented the paper. 

The high level programme has been developed. Time scales are extending as the 

project team are looking in more detail at interactions with other projects in terms of 

the combined effect for flood risk and environmental impacts across the catchment.  

The maintenance dredge was successful at a larger scale, helped by additional 

monitoring.  

A project manager is now in place for the Oath to Burrowbridge scheme. At the 

moment this scheme is on track – the baseline survey work has been identified and 

workshops have been held.   

The point was made that an environmental impact assessment that lasts longer than 

one dredge is important as it frees up officer time.  

Cllr Osman congratulated the team involved in the 5.5km maintenance dredge. Both 

he and the chairman of Scrutiny went to visit the work and felt that this had 

presented a great opportunity to demonstrate to the press the benefits of the SRA.  

As recommended the Board noted progress.  

5D. SOWY/KSD  

Graham Quarrier presented the paper. 

Work has continued to ensure that we have a scheme that all partners can agree to 

and progress has been made regarding this. The next phase is to dredge around 

bridges next September in the King’s Sedgemoor Drain area, and more smoothing at 

bottom end at Dunball.  

The EA had an action to review the costs of a comprehensive scheme. Early 

contractor advice had been obtained and the costs have come in much higher than 
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planned; in the £15m range. A meeting has been arranged between all partners to 

review this; a more targeted approach may be needed. 

It was asked why the pinchpoints were being dredged in September when the level 

is penned. The timeframe has been chosen to minimise environmental impacts and 

because the higher water level can be useful for floating dredging equipment. The 

contactors know the area and constraints well.  

Concerns were raised about whether the LEP money can be used for a cut down or 

different scheme.  Officers are aware of the urgency of looking at options and 

implications for LEP funds and have arranged technical meetings to address this, 

together with the interdependency with the planned pioneer dredging programme. 

Cllrs Osman and Pallister both felt it was important to obtain advice as to what the 

LEP funds can and cannot be used for.    Following the first technical planning 

meeting, a Board Information Sharing session has been scheduled at which the 

Board will be updated. Following a question from Cllr Pallister, it was stated that 

approximately £4m was at stake.   

A breakdown of the costs supplied in the Early Contractor Advice was requested. 

This is being prepared and a briefing paper should be available in a couple of weeks.  

Questions were raised as to whether the quote really indicated an accurate 

assessment of costs. The EA pointed out that this is a complex scheme and that 

Beer Wall overspent by around 60% due to the ground conditions and they feel that 

the quote is reasonably accurate. 

It was suggested that alternative methods of peat removal could be investigated; 

however, it was pointed out that this will need careful environmental consideration.  

There was some confusion that there is still a risk of land owners claiming 

compensation but that no future meetings are planned. It was highlighted that the 

commitment to dredge will help to mitigate this but there are no guarantees. The EA 

explained that they will try to agree as much upfront as possible with directly affected 

landowners but that this may not stop future claims if landowners are affected. The 

risk cannot be removed completely; however, partnership working with the IDB, NFU 

and CLA should carry a lot of weight with landowners. It was highlighted that there 

was already risk of compensation claims as a result of the spillway changes. 

The importance of being in it together was highlighted. This is a flagship project and 

one that the Board is committed to. It was reinforced that we do not want to lose the 

money that has been given to us and that if this were to happen it could do great 

reputational damage.  

A meeting with the NFU was held. Cllr Osman was surprised to hear this as no 

Board members had been invited. He asked that in the future all Board members 

received an invitation to meetings.  
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An information sharing session has been arranged for the 23rd February at Somerset 

County Hall. Cllr Osman asked if Board members could arrive half an hour early for a 

political briefing. Cllr Trollope-Bellew highlighted that he was unable to attend and 

that a substitute may not be available. Cllr Osman said that he was happy to update 

Cllr Trollope-Bellew.  

5E. STRATEGIC APPROACH TO MITIGATION   

Mark Jones presented the paper. 

The project is due to be complete by September. 

So far a working group has been formed with key stakeholders from drainage and 

environmental groups. The first workshop was held on 11th January. During this 

workshop the attendees looked at all the SRA works past and planned and produced 

a prioritised approach. Broadly speaking stakeholders are supportive of this 

approach.  

Two key priorities were identified. Firstly, working towards consent for five years of 

maintenance dredging to enable the maintenance dredge to go ahead with less 

bureaucracy. This should be ready by July-August. However, for a pioneer dredge a 

different licence will be needed – this will also be looked into and is part of the long 

term plan.  

Secondly, enabling measures that reduce flooding to be delivered whilst ensuring a 

resilient wetland at the heart of Somerset.  

The NFU and CLA are keen to get involved and this will help to get farmers more 

involved.  

There were some concerns that the project was lagging behind for the pioneer 

dredge. It was confirmed that both projects had a similar completion date and that at 

the moment the timescales align.  

The point was made that the project also needs to consider people who live on the 

levels but aren’t farmers. The project team reassured the Board that work is being 

done to try and connect with the community better. 

As recommended the Board approved the priorities and endorsed the principal 

aspiration.  

6. 2018/19 ENHANNCED PROGRAMME   

Sarah Diacono presented the paper and took it as read.  

Should £450k be set aside from the precept for Dredging and/ or Sowy? This paper 

was put together before new information regarding the Sowy came to light. At the 

moment the EA contract advice is not definitive and there are more questions to be 
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asked. If we continue with the plans and forecasts the IDB have given for dredging 

then we will be looking at shortfall so we do need to set aside some additional funds. 

We will know a lot more when the EA go out to tender so it is suggested that we 

review the situation later in the year.  

The Technical Group put the programme together making this assumption on top 

slicing. We had 32 proposals that were ranked in priority order to a value of £2.7m. 

Of these, 22 proposals made the cut. As a result we have a ready prioritised list to 

which money can be released later in the year if additional funds become available.  

For these reasons the paper’s recommendations are still recommended.  

This year the prioritisation process has been streamlined and has improved as a 

result.  

Some amendments will be made to the map before the March Board meeting to 

show planned land management works in the upper Frome catchment.  

It was asked if all local authorities are mindful to contribute in the forthcoming 

financial year. Cllr Osman has received no indication that any local authority is going 

to pull out of the agreement. Budget meetings are due to be held in February so we 

will receive confirmation then. Some expressed reluctance to continue and cannot 

make any guarantee as to how members will vote but many feel obliged to continue 

the funding. It was pointed out that the reputational damage of not continuing funding 

would be great.  

Some Board members wanted reassurance that all of the schemes in the SRA 

enhanced programme are additional. The EA explained that this was hard as some 

of their proposals are for things that they may have done in the past but with their 

limited funding at present they would not be able to afford to do.  

One board member expressed some concern as to whether the scheme at Shurton 

and Burton would actually solve the flooding issues in the area.  

It was pointed out that the current work programme only deals with the impacts of 

situations we already know rather than preparing for the future. Cllr Osman 

suggested that Matthew Heard presented a paper at the next Board meeting to 

present the issues that need to be discussed around this topic.  

As recommended the Board approved the proposed 2018-19 Enhanced Programme 

and funding level.  

7. FUNDING REQUEST: EA ENHANCED PROGRAMME  

Rachel Burden presented the paper.  
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The EA have requested £153,000 of additional funds from the contingency fund for 

three schemes (Channel Improvements, Wessex De-silting package and Pumping 

Station Improvements) from the approved 2017-18 SRA enhanced programme.  

Rachel Burden explained that the costs have come in over the original estimate as 

when the estimate was made their was limited detail and evidence.  

Both the SRA Technical Group and Management Group have reviewed the request 

and are supportive.  

As recommended the Board approved the additional funding.  

8. THIRD QUARTER 2017/18 FINANCE REPORT  

Emma Beardsley presented the paper. 

The paper was taken as read. 

By the end of the 3rd quarter, delivery partners had commissioned works to the value 

of £2,560k out of a total 2017-18 budget of £5,947k (excluding Growth Deal).  

Of the 28 actions carried forward from last year 3 have been completed since the Q2 

report.  

As recommended the Board noted the financial performance in Q3 2017-18 and 

approved the re-allocation of £23,298.63 from completed actions to contingency.  

9. RIVER BRUE – THE WAY FORWARDS   

Iain Sturdy presented the paper and took it as read.  

He explained that this was a difficult paper to write and that it had been awaited for 

some time. 

There is a further update to the item on page 3 regarding the tree works – tree work 

has gone out to tender and bids are expected back next week. Whilst the value of 

the work alone is limited in terms of flood risk benefit it allows delivery of works on 

the ground and can act as a platform to help locals understand the more substantial 

works.  

It was explained that there were many challenges as it is hard to strike a balance 

between looking after the environment and minimising flood risk. As a result it is 

suggested that the catchment as a whole is assessed considering both 

environmental and flooding sensitivities. The first step is to have a workshop of 

technical officers and then stakeholders to look for a multiple benefit outcome. 

Another key step is to develop the Brue hydraulic model.  
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An IDB member explained that work on the Brue was urgently needed and that it is 

embarrassing that so little has been done to date. There was some frustration at the 

lack of progress at a recent Axe/ Brue Internal Drainage Board Meeting.  

It was asked if some of the environmental works done on the river Parrett can be 

applied to the Brue. 

It was asked that SRA Board members be invited to the second workshop as at this 

time it is felt that Board members don’t fully understand the complexity of the Brue 

and that this will help inform Board members.  

One Board member explained that between Mark Ridge and Glastonbury there is 

some of the lowest land in Somerset and that the SRA’s reputation is on the line in 

this area. It was hoped that this paper would concentrate partner’s minds to resolve 

the issues. 

Cllr Osman suggested that the Brue is included in the key project updates given at 

every board meeting.  

Mark Jones suggested that the Strategic Approach to Mitigation is extended to align 

with the work on the Brue.  

The paper was welcomed as it is important to achieve balance in terms of 

catchments. Effort has been made to do schemes in West Somerset and Mendip 

even though if works were done according to priority they wouldn’t have been 

included. If precepting is delayed the pressure to achieve equity of spend will 

increase. It is important to be seen to be proactive and not just reactive.  

As recommended the paper was approved by the Board along with the request of 

Board members being invited to the second workshop and the Brue being included 

in the key project updates.  

10. SRA SCRUTINY PANEL RECOMMENDATIONS   

Cllr Osman thanked the scrutiny panel for their hard work and proposals.  

Two papers were presented by Sarah Diacono (Nicola Dawson sent her apologises) 

– the first covers the introduction and context and one recommendation from the 

Scrutiny Panel and the second addresses the other recommendation.  

One recommendation from the Scrutiny Panel was to amend the Flood Action Plan 

to include Flash Flooding. Cllr Mackenzie spoke regarding this earlier in the meeting 

under Item 4 – Public Question Time. This suggestion has been discussed at both 

Technical and Management group and both groups felt that a generic term was 

appropriate for the Flood Action Plan and so suggest that it is not amended. 

However, this said, the SRA do recognise the seriousness of flash flooding and 

much of the work the SRA funds helps reduce the risk of flash flooding – 49 

schemes since 2015.  
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It was further suggested the Scrutiny Panel’s main concern was a sub set of flash 

flooding – namely flooding in rapid response catchments. This is seen predominately 

in West Somerset. The purpose of the SRA is to add extra and as this is such a 

serious issue the EA often funds this kind of work as business as usual. This said the 

SRA have contributed to increased maintenance works in rapid response 

catchments in West Somerset and the Technical Group are looking at Cheddar at 

their next meeting. The Civil Contingency Unit also does a lot of community work in 

terms of emergency planning in rapid response catchments.  

The second recommendation from the Scrutiny Panel was that districts should set up 

groups similar to that of West Somerset group to ensure that all communities in 

districts are feeding into the Somerset Water Management Partnership. This 

suggestion has been considered at both Technical and Management group. The 

groups felt that the proposal has merits and that improved connectivity between 

communities and the SRA was vital. However, it was felt that a more organic rather 

than top down approach was needed. It is suggested that through the Building Local 

Resilience workstream the SRA tries to encourage communities to connect with 

each other and build networks linking with the Somerset Water Management 

Partnership.  

The head of the Scrutiny Panel, Mr Taylor, was pleased with the report and thanked 

Sarah Diacono for her help and support.  

It was suggested by one board member that these links should cover more than just 

flooding. Previously every village had people in the community that they could go to 

in case of an emergency. It was suggested that this more comprehensive approach 

may be a good way forwards.  

It was pointed out that the West Somerset Flood Group works well but came about 

from a community initiative i.e. it was completely bottom up. It may be much harder 

and less effective for any organisation to try to encourage the creation of networks.  

As recommend the Board endorsed the report.  

11. PRECEPTING LEGISLATION   

Sarah Diacono presented that paper and took it as read. 

Most Board members are familiar as to where we are in the process. Latest 

information was obtained as a result of a meeting which happened just before 

Christmas in Whitehall between Rebecca Pow, MP, Floods Minister Dr Thérèse 

Coffey, Cllr John Williams and Tony Bradford. At this meeting government 

commitment was reaffirmed but there are issues with parliamentary time. In the 

meantime it is proposed that Management Group continue to develop the detailed 

work necessary for precepting.  
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Cllr Osman thanked Cllr Williams for attending the meeting in his place. He 

expressed concerns that many MPs express support but we never appear to get 

anywhere.  

David Warburton, MP, is very committed and Cllr Osman is due to meet with him 

shortly to discuss the way forwards.  

There is growing concern that the SRA will not achieve precepting for some time to 

come. This doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t try but we need to understand that there 

are issues.  

Other areas in the country are watching to see what the outcome is as they may 

want a similar set up.  

Cllr Hall and Cllr Aparicio-Paul have recently met with David Warburton, MP. He was 

happy to take matters forwards and is identifying someone to take it through the 

House of Lords. He intends taking it to the House of Commons using a 10 minute 

rule. Confirmation of this is due on 7/8th February.  

Many Board members felt that the government have not given what was promised 

but were heartened that Dr Thérèse Coffey was aware of the problems and was 

prepared to sit down to try and solve them. 

Cllr Fraser wanted some reassurance that if precepting wasn’t obtained in the near 

future that disaggregation was pursued for Sedgemoor District Council.  Sedgemoor 

feel that they contribute a significant amount of funding to flood alleviation as they 

also pay a rate to the Internal Drainage Board (IDB). The combination of funding 

both the SRA and IDB has a significant impact on Sedgemoor District Council 

(SDC).  

Cllr Osman suggested that if the leader of SDC has concerns he should raise these 

with Cllr Osman direct. Cllr Osman has tried to contact the leader on several 

occasions unsuccessfully. Mendip District Council could argue that they put more in 

then they get out but we are all in this together.  

It was highlighted that if we are to get precepting then we all need to be one unified 

team. It was suggested this was not the time to discuss this issue as it may derail 

progress although some accept that this will need to be discussed in the future. 

It was accepted that SDC do pay a lot towards flood alleviation, however, they also 

get a lot more out of this and so it is good value for money. For example, they would 

not be able to do the Bridgwater Tidal Barrier without partner’s support.  

It was reported that Dr Thérèse Coffey felt it was refreshing that a non-councillor was 

also backing precepting. It was suggested that SRA Board representatives need to 

go to Whitehall again to keep the pressure on.  
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Some felt that it was not fair to ask those who are not affected by flooding to pay 

more to allow SDC to pay less. All districts contribute on the agreement that all 

existing funding remains as is.  

Cllr Fraser explained that SDC do not disagree with how the money is spent but that 

they would like a separate line on the tax bill for the IDB levy so the public is clear 

about how much of their Council tax is going to pay for this.  

Some felt that the SRA Board needs to keep regular contact with all Somerset MPs, 

and Neil Parish, MP, to try and push for precepting. Cllr Osman reassured the Board 

that he has regular contact with local MPs regarding precepting.  

The Board noted the paper and felt that it was important that precepting was kept on 

future agendas. They also felt that all Board members needed to do as much as they 

could to keep the pressure on parliament.  

12. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  

Mr Lang congratulated the EA for keeping the water levels on the moors low this 

winter. 

Cllr Fraser wanted reassurance that the Somerset Councillors are linked into a group 

of cross party MPs looking after railway resilience to flooding. In his previous role 

David Mitchell was involved in the group (Peninsula Rail task Force - PRTF) and 

reassured Cllr Fraser that Somerset County Council’s Cabinet Member for Highways 

was usually in attendance at PRTF meetings which fed into the cross part group of 

MPs.  David offered to obtain updates from PRTF if required.  

Cllr Osman thanked Sarah Diacono for all her hard work over the last 4 years. He 

said that she was tenacious and relentless and had served Somerset with great 

commitment and passion. He complimented her attention to detail and had found her 

personally a great source of advice. She will be sorely missed in her retirement. Her 

successor, David Mitchell, has big shoes to fill but the Board will support him in his 

role. 

Sarah Diacono thanked Cllr Osman for his kind words. She said that although born 

out of an awful event this was the best job in her career. What the SRA has achieved 

so far has been huge. Her personal belief is that precepting will happen and that the 

SRA must be patient. In her retirement she will do her level best to continue the 

pressure to get what is needed for this beautiful managed landscape.  

The meeting concluded at 12.10. 

Chair Signature: 

Date: 


